
Chapter Two
The DynamicVisual Field

ow many near misses occur on a highway? How many children run near a ear unseen by the
driver? Howmany children never see the car they run into? How many drivers are startled by a
car coming at them? I-lowmany drivers go through a redtraffic lightwithout having seen it?How

many people are less effective in school or on the job? How many people develop undue tension? How
many people are out of touch with themselves because they accepted a teacher’s or parent’s admonition to
“concentrate only on what you are doing!”?
Attention vs. Concentration
“l was told to concentrate only on what Iwas doing and this is the onlyway I know," is the usual comment
heard from many adults. They believe that the only way to succeed, academically or otherwise, is toclose
off awareness of their surroundings. As a result they tcll children to concentrate on the activity inwhich
they are engaged and to close-off anything that might distract them. Children believe what they are told
by adults and unfortunately accept this directive whichbecomes their pattem of function throughout their
lives.

Carrying this early indoctrination into adult life may have profound negative effects on not only the
learning process, but on every aspect of a person`s life. Closing out peripheral stimuli over a prolonged
period of time causes a person to close off awareness of himselfwith the result that he loses touch with
himself. The great surge for sensitivity training illustrateshow muchpeople have closed themselves oh".
It would be more effective and rewarding over a lifetime if children were taught to be attentive, aware.
responsive, and to “let it happen.” This can only happen when children have developed the basic visual,
motor, and language skills needed for performance plus the use of convex lenses for near activities. Until
this happens adults will continue to admonish children to concentrate rather than to pay attention. The
price inwasted energy and misplaced emotions (fear and anger) children and adults pay for this substitute
for efficient perfomiance is often frightening.

Peripheral Vision
When peripheral vision is discussed it is usuallydescribed in temis of how far to the right and left one can
see. Many times aperson will place his thumbs out to the sides of his eyes todemonstrate the extent ofhis
peripheral vision.When this is done the person is indicatingthat he considersperipheral vision as existing
only horizontally and in a direct line from the sides of his eyes.
Missing from this concept is the fact that penpheral vision incorporates depth, height, and width. ln a true
sense peripheral vision is not linear. It is cubieal and describes an awareness ofa volume or “world of space.”
Aperson’s “world of space” consists of the volume of space that exists around him and the objects within it.
His “space world” refers to the volume of space and the objects within it ofwhich he is aware.

Peripheral vision is further divided into:
° The static visual held which is the measurement ofperipheral vision inone or more planes of space as
measured by an instrument.

° The dynamic visual field is the volume of peripheral vision a person is aware of while he is engaged in
a task. lt is the person’s awareness of that volume of surrounding spacewhile he is engaged in a task.
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The DynamicVisual Field
The dynamic visual field should consist of a large volume of space while a person is engaged in a task which
offersminimal challenge of hisability to meet the skilldemands ofthat task. The volume ofthe dynamic visual
field reduces when a person is engaged in a task demanding more of him than his visual, motor, and language
skills can easily meet. Tension builds within the personas the volume of the dynamic visual held reduces.As
he continues his attempts to relate. integrate, and maintain attention on a task, a point is reached where the
tension produced causes the person to alter himself, withdraw from the task, or do some of each.

Many children, including the neurologically impaired, have not leamed to properly use peripheral vision
and peripheral hearing.These children react to every movement and distraction in their world as if they
were being startled. They are compelled tomove toward the cause of the sound ormovement inorder to
investigate centrally that which startled them. Unfortunately, their inability to handle peripheral stimuli
results from their inadequate development and integration of their visual, motor, and language skills.
Yet, they are thrust into a situation in which these skills must be applied and in which performance is
demanded. They must dowhat they are not equipped to do.Achievement, therefore, results in progressive
myopia, hyperopia, astigmatism, all combined with problems of binocular vision. It is also easy to forget
the price these children pay emotionally, i.e., lowered selfesteem, feelings of inadequacy, and distrust of
their own thought processes. The “A” student may feel as insecure about himself as does the bright child
who is failing. They carry these negative feelings throughout their lives.
Helping children develop the visual, motor, and language skills necessary for success in the classroom will
help them functionmore effectively and meaningfully in all areas of their life.

Tension
Vision and hearing are automatic processes which should be allowed “to happen” for maximum results.
Concentrating so intensely to achieve that a person attends only to what is directly in front of him is
similar to attempting manual control of data processing in a computer. The more variables one attempts
to manually control inan automatic system, the more difficult it becomes tocontrol that system.Manual
controlmanifests its effect in aperson inthe followingways:
' Error -increased frequency and chances for error.
° Effort -increased etfonmust be put into the control.
° Tension -greater tension builds up in the controller.
° Time - increase of time to do the job.
° Frustration-increased frustration results as errors are made.
° Efficiency -decrease of overall efficiency.
The person who closes out hisperipheral awareness:
» Forces himselfbyvoluntary control and inhibition toget information fromwhat hesees and hears.
~ Distrusts the process by which his eyes, ears, and brain process information for assimilation, integra-
tion, and meaning.

' Forces himselfto respond to what he sees and hears rather than letting it happen automatically.
° Channels his thinking, rather than allowing for the automatic retrieval of previously stored infomiation.
It canbe argued, and itmay be tme, that there are timeswhen intense concentration is necessary. However,
this pattern of performance is usually done at all times. For example, a patient of minewhowas studying
for his doctorate in “The Philosophy ofRussian Education” once argued that it was impossible tomaintain
peripheral awareness when he was translating his research material from the original Russian. Il was so
difficult for him that he had to concentrate and close out everything. That point will not be argued, but he
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admitted later that he read theNew York DailyNewsusing the same process.Along the same vein, is there
any program on television requiring such intense concentration that a person sees nothing else in the room
except the television screen (sometimesnot even that much)?
In a popular speed reading course, the originator attempts to teach people to trust that their visual and
mental processes take the informationcoming from print and automatically conveys it to the brain. Their
studentsmust leam that comprehension and understanding will result when the process occurs automati-
cally. Observing these training sessions and listening to people react to the concept is an eye-opener. The
students hght the concept because they have been trained to control their automatic processes and cannot
trust that it will happen. Those who achieve in the program do so because they finally letgoofthe concept
of intense concentration. They \vould bemore effective if, prior to participation in the reading training,
they had undergone a program of optometric training plus the application of convex lenses.
Adults and children tell about the process ofwhat happens to them while they talk and listen to someone.
Frequently, they report that their concentration is so intense that they see only the person’s face as they
concentrateon what he is saying. ln addition, they lose awareness ofperipheralhearing, peripheral vision,
and they even lose awareness of themselves.
Pressuring a child to perform through a process of restricted peripheral function results in undue tension
and decreases his overall efficiency.Though he may receive high grades, he will see less, and be physi-
cally less aware ofhimself. In time hewill become less than a whole person.
Clinical Testing
Clinical testing for the volume ofthedynamic visualfield isdone essentiallyby questioning and observing
a person.The person is askedwhat he saw in the room in addition to where he was directly looking, as he
followed the dangled bell, read the Snellen chart, wrote, listened, or as he was engaged in other testing.
There will be those people who will immediately state that they saw everything in the room; others will
report that they only saw what they were looking at - “l was concentrating on the bell.” Otherswill tell
you that they did not understand what you meant (whichmeans that they closed out their surroundings).
It seems to be a clinical fact that those people whomaintainawareness of theirperiphery understand what
is meant when they are asked. Those people who close out their periphery usually ask questions about
what ismeant by “awareness of their periphery.” Parents whomaintain a broad peripheral field cannot
understand that their child only sees what is in front of him. Those parentswho function with a narrow or
restricted peripheral field cannot understand its importance. lt is almost impossible to explain the impor-
tance and value ofa broad dynamic visual field to a skeletal high myopewho closesoff peripheral stimula-
tion or toa very intcnsc person.
Observe the motor function ofthe child during paper and pencil testing. Difficulty or restriction in his
writing or pencil use is a strong indicator of peripheral inhibition. (This is an active, energy consuming
act.) The same is true for other motor functions, such as, catching, throwing, hopping, and skipping. A
tense body usually reflects inhibition inperipheral function.
The word-by-word reader also closes out peripheral clues and frequently does not even see the page the
words are printed on.

Questioning about peripheral awarenessmay take the following form: The child or adult is asked, “How
aware are you of your surroundings as you engage in the following tasks?"
I. While reading:
a. Do you see the book and the rest ofthe room? (Peripheral awareness)
b. Do you see only the book? (Inhibited periphery)
c. How do you pace yourself?

(1) Do you read by sentences? (Peripheral awareness)
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(2) Do you read by phrases? (Partial inhibited periphery)
(3) Doyou read word-by-word? (lnhibited periphery)

Whilewriting:
a. Doyou see the paper, pencil, desk, and the rest of the room? (Peripheral awareness)
b. Do you see the paper, pencil, and the desk? (Partial inhibited periphery)
c. Do you see only the paper and pencil? (inhibited periphery)
Whilc talking or listeningto someone:
a. Do you see the person’s face, his body, and the rest-of the room? (Peripheral awareness)
b. Doyou see the person’s face and his body? (Partial inhibited periphery)_ Doyou see only the person’s face? (lnhibited periphery)

When someone talks to you:
( l ) Do you have to concentrate to hear the other person in order to get understanding?

(Inhibited periphery)
(2) Doyou lose what the other personhas said unless you concentrate intently? (inhibited

periphery)
(3) Do you get the point immediately? (peripheral awareness)
(4) Doyou have the other person explain everything to you before you are satisfied that you

understand him? (inhibited periphery)
(5) Doyou get stuck on points? (lnhibitedperiphery)
(6) Do you anticipate what the other person will say, or does he have to say itcompletely?
(peripheral awareness)

When you talk to someone:
( l) Doyou start at the beginning when explaining something and then discuss each detail in

depth until you get to the mainpoint of what you are presenting? (inhibited periphery)
(2) Doyou find that after you have finished discussing or presenting something, you have to

into a discussion of details? (Peripheral awareness)
(3) Do you find that when you are finished talking, there are many unanswered questions?

(Peripheral awareness)
While viewing television:
a. Do you see the TVpicture, the cabinet of the set, and the rest of the room? (Peripheral

awareness)
b. Do you scc the TV picture and the cabinet of the set? (Inhibitedperiphery)
c. Do you see only the TV picture? (Inhibited periphery)

Classroom Benefits of Peripheral Awareness
Maintaininga full dynamic visual field helps a child observemore, seemore, hearmore, remembermore,
learn more.and become generally more efficient.When the concept of attention is changed from “concen-
tration” to “attentive awareness,” a child:
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° Reacts more effectively to input.-Mobilizes the information within him with greater ease.
° Uses that informationmore effectively and positively.~ Evaluates his perfonnance through feedback.
° Stayswith hiswork (longer attention span).
Some of the activities where full use of peripheral vision allows a person to functionmore effectively are
as follows:
l. Reading:
a. Holdhis place.
b. Predict outcomes.
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_ Read by phrases, rather than words.
Blendphonics.

. Process the information with ease.
f. lncrease comprehension.
Writing:
a. Keep his pencil on the line._Check his spelling._Monitor letter formation.

Monitor spacing of letters andwords._Maintain smooth flow of movement.
f. Reduce fatigue.

3. Copying from the chalkboard:
a. Find his place on the chalkboard when he looks up from the paper.
b. Find his place on the paperwhen he looks down from the chalkboard.
c. Reduce fatigue.

4. Listening:
a. Receive and assimilate information with ease.
b. Predict outcomes.
c. Respond relative to the discussion.
d. Take notes more accurately.
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5. Physical involvement:
a. Maintain awareness ofhis body’s location in space. (Awareness of where he is in relationship

tohis surroundings-orientation.)
Predict movement.

. Maintain body balance._Survive in space (walking, crossing a street, driving, sports, etc).
e. Reduce fatigue.
Sports:
a. More aeeurately hit,catch, and throw a ball.
b. Participate more effectively.
e. Improve coordination,
Interpersonal relationship:
a. Respond to non-verbal clues.
b. Open to the other person`s needs.
. Aware ofhis own needs.
Make appropriate responses.

. Reactwith greater spontaneity.
Maintaining a full dynamic visual field tends to relieve tension and reduce fatigue inall activities. This
phenomenon has been reported by many patients who practiced being aware of their surroundings as
they were engaged in a task. They reported that they were able to relax even when engaged in demanding
activities.

Training Peripheral Awareness
Peripheral awareness has to do with visual, auditory, and muscular space (self-awareness). As a result,
training peripheral awareness requires the voluntary cooperation of the person so that visual and motor
skills may be developed. Peripheral awareness is acquired by the training procedures described in the
chapter “Training Activities” which develop the following:
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° Freedom incontrollingmovement ofbody parts.
' Integration of body systems.
~ Spontaneous response to muscular and visual activity.
° Voluntary awareness of total space (visual,auditory, andmuscular)while awake.
~ Effectiveuse of feedback mechanisms.
° Freedom in language systems.

Summary
The late Dr. A. M. Skeiiington frequently stated, “Under stress there is a constriction of all involved
behavior pattems.”Dr. Kurt Goldstein has also stated, “Constriction in one area of performance affects
other areas of human performance.” D. B. Harmon, G. N. Getman, L.Macdona1d,and others have also
placed emphasis on the value of peripheral awareness to the entire organism. Helping people use periph-
eral functions more effectively will help thcm become more effective human beings.
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